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Difference or delay? A comparison of Bayley-III Cognition item scores of young children with and without developmental disabilities

Abstract

The “difference or delay paradigm” focuses on the question of whether children with developmental disabilities (DD) develop in a way that is only delayed, compared to typically developing children, or also qualitatively different. The current study aimed to examine whether qualitative differences exist in cognitive development of young children with and without DD on the basis of item scores on the Dutch Bayley-III Cognition scale. Differential Item Functioning was identified for 15 of the 91 items. The presence of DD was related to a higher number of Guttman errors, hinting at more deviation in the order of skill development. An interaction between group (i.e., with or without DD) and developmental quotient appeared to predict the number of Guttman errors. DD was related to a higher number of Guttman errors for the whole range of developmental quotients; children with DD with a small developmental quotient had the highest number. Combined, the results mean that qualitative differences in development are not to be excluded, especially in cases of severe developmental disabilities. When using the Bayley-III in daily practice, the possibility needs to be taken into account that the instruments’ assumption of a fixed order in skill development does not hold.
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Highlights

- Bayley-III Cognition items show DIF for children with DD
- Item scores deviate from the typical order of skill development
- The amount of deviation increases with increasing severity of DD

What this paper adds?

Within the “difference or delay paradigm”, “delay” means that persons with developmental disabilities (DD) develop cognitive skills in the same order as persons without DD, but at a slower rate and with a lower ceiling. “Difference” means that, in addition to the delay, there are qualitative differences in development, for example in the order in which skills develop. The discussion has not yet been solved, but differences can clearly not be excluded.

Standardised developmental assessment instruments assume consistency between children’s order of skill development. If “difference” appears the case, this assumption does not hold, which yields problems for the tests’ validity. The assumption, however, has never been studied for the Bayley-III, a high standard developmental assessment instrument that is widely used to assess children with DD. The current study aimed to do this by comparing the Cognition scores of young children with and without DD. We found Differential Item Functioning between the groups. The score patterns of children with DD with a low developmental quotient appeared to deviate the most from the expected order of skill development. In case of developmental quotients approaching the normal range, the deviation was still larger for children with DD than without DD. The results indicate that caution is needed when assessing children with DD with low developmental quotients with the Bayley-III: the tests’ assumptions might not be valid, causing the risk of overestimating skills below the basal and missing skills above the ceiling.
1. Introduction

Is the development of children with developmental disabilities only delayed compared to children with a typical development, or also qualitatively different? This is the focus of the “difference or delay paradigm”, which has originated in the literature in the late 1970s and still remains unsolved.

Weisz and Zigler (1979) have formulated the “similar sequence hypothesis”, which states that persons with intellectual disability (ID) develop cognitive skills in the same order as persons without ID, but at a slower rate and with a lower ceiling. Their literature review included studies using Piagetian tasks with diverse target groups, including persons with profound ID. The results support the similar sequence hypothesis for persons with ID, both with and without organic causes.

A review including studies with information-processing tasks (Weiss, Weisz, & Bromfield, 1986) showed completely different results: persons with ID performed worse on the tasks than persons without ID matched on cognitive developmental level, especially in the higher level ranges. Performance was especially impaired for discrimination and memory tasks. This difference in performance in some tasks, but not others, hints at qualitative differences and does thus not support the similar sequence hypothesis.

The answer to the “difference or delay”-question could thus depend on the type of tasks studied. It could also depend on the age of the child, the specific domain studied, and the type of disorder underlying the ID (Hodapp & Burack, 1990). Development until infancy seems to be delayed, while later development seems to be qualitatively different. Biologically based domains tend to develop delayed, while those that are mainly influenced by the environment more often show qualitative differences (Hodapp & Burack, 1990). In terms of the type of disorder, specific genetic disorders are related to specific strengths and weaknesses (Dykens & Hodapp, 2001), which can lead to qualitative differences in development.
Research results have shown qualitative differences in the developmental order and processes of children with Down syndrome (Hasan & Messer, 1997; Lauteslager, 2000; Morss, 1985; Wishart, 1993). Qualitative differences are also found outside the domain of ID and cognition, for example in the language (Miguel Pérez-Pereira & Gina Conti-Ramsden, 1999) and motor development (Reimer, Cox, Boonstra, & Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, 2015) of children with blindness and premature birth (Van Braeckel et al., 2010).

Although many authors still conclude that the similar sequence hypothesis is mostly supported (Bennett-Gates & Zigler, 1998; Facon, 2008), especially in cases of familial as opposed to organically caused ID (Burack, Russo, Flores, Iarocci, & Zigler, 2012), research results hinting at qualitative differences in cognitive development are numerous. The sequence of development as well as the underlying processes can be different (Nabuzoka, 2008).

This raises questions regarding the use of standardised developmental assessment instruments for assessing children with ID. In daily practice, standardised developmental assessment instruments are used to diagnose developmental delay. Even though (criterion-referenced) instruments that are specifically developed for persons with ID exist (AAIDD, 2008; Buntinx & Schalock, 2010), standardised developmental assessment instruments are also applied to estimate the developmental level in children who have already been identified with ID or developmental disabilities.

In the current article, we focus on young children with Developmental Disabilities (DD), defined as “severe chronic disabilities that can be cognitive or physical or both” (AAIDD, 2017). ID thus falls under the umbrella term of DD (Schalock et al., 2010; AAIDD, 2017), which means that a person with ID always has DD, but a person with DD does not always have ID, although the overlap is large (AAIDD, 2017). The term DD is commonly used for children who are too young for more specific diagnoses to be identified. Due to the
large overlap, children with DD are often diagnosed as having ID when they are older, which is usually around school age. The term DD is also used for describing disabilities which are broader than only intellectual, such as those including physical disabilities. A disability in one area (e.g., motor) can influence the development in other areas (e.g., cognitive) and possibly cause qualitative differences therein. This effect is strengthened by the large degree of interrelatedness of developmental areas in young children (Couturier & Tak, 2002), which is even more pronounced in cases of DD (Houwen, Visser, Van der Putten, & Vlaskamp, 2015). The construct of DD covers this complexity. The implication is that the possibility of qualitative differences in development needs to be taken into account in cases of DD, like in cases of ID.

The most widely used instrument for developmental assessment in young children with DD is the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, Third Edition (Bayley-III; Bayley, 2006). It can be used for assessing the development up to a (developmental) age of 3½ years. The instrument is based on the assumption that children develop skills in a fixed order (e.g., “similar sequence”): The test items are ordered on the basis of their difficulty, determined by scores of children in the standardization sample, most of whom have a typical development. Test procedures are based on the assumption that this order is the same for all children: basal and ceiling rules determine which items are administered. It has not yet been studied to what extent this assumption holds in cases of DD.

The Bayley-III has mainly been evaluated for use with children born preterm (Reuner, Fields, Wittke, Löpprich, & Pietz, 2013; Spencer-Smith, Spittle, Lee, Doyle, & Anderson, 2015; Velikos et al., 2015) or with medical conditions (Acton et al., 2011; Hallioglu et al., 2015; Komur, Ozen, Okuyaz, Makharoblidze, & Erdogan, 2013). These studies, as well as the technical manual of the Bayley-III (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven, & Hessen, 2014), describe the scores of the children on the Bayley-III. However, as Burack and colleagues (Burack et
al., 2012, p. 5) note, information regarding lowered performance in children with disabilities “of course, is not at all surprising, and not at all informative”. Instrument suitability for children with DD needs to be verified in a different way than by only describing their test scores.

Research on earlier versions of the Bayley scales shows that suitability is not self-evident. Wishart and Duffy (1990) studied the validity of the first version of the Bayley scales (Bayley, 1969) for children with Down’s syndrome. Their most important finding was that there was a very large variation in scores on the item level among children who were tested twice. This points at little stability in performance of children with Down’s syndrome, which has severe consequences for test validity. Moore, Goodwin and Oates (2008) have noted that the Cognition items of the second version (BSID-II; Bayley, 1993) pertain to different constructs, including social and motor-related skills. This can lead to inaccurate measures of cognition in children with Down syndrome, as the level of social and motor development often differs from the level of cognitive development. In the Bayley-III, Cognition items rely on social skills to a lesser extent, as separate Communication scales are introduced, but still rely on motor skills (Visser, Ruiter, Van der Meulen, Ruijssenaars, & Timmerman, 2013).

The aim of the current study is to examine whether qualitative differences exist in cognitive development of young children with and without DD, as measured by the Bayley-III Cognition items. In other words, we aim to study the assumption of the Bayley-III that children develop skills in a fixed order. The study results will thereby be indicative of the validity of the Bayley-III for children with DD and may add to our knowledge regarding the difference or delay paradigm. Because the “difference or delay paradigm” and “similar sequence hypothesis” focus primarily on cognitive development, we will focus on the Cognition scale of the Bayley-III.

The following research questions will be addressed:
1. Do children with and without DD differ in the extent to which their Bayley-III Cognition test scores are in agreement with the assumption of a fixed order of skill development?

2. If differences are found, are these related to particular kinds of cognitive skills that develop faster or slower in one of the groups?

3. If differences are found, can they be explained by variables like diagnosis or the degree of developmental delay?

The Bayley-III is an eclectic instrument, which means that it is based on a large number of developmental theories. The items do not only include Piagetian tasks, but also many tasks related to information processing (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014). Therefore, we hypothesise that the scores of children with DD are in agreement with the assumption of a fixed order of skill development to a lesser extent than the scores of children without DD.

Regarding question 2, we expect more differences in tasks related to information processing (e.g., memory and discrimination tasks) than in tasks related to the theory of Piaget (e.g., object permanence). Regarding question 3, we expect more differences in children with DD related to organic causes (Burack et al., 2012), such as is the case in genetic syndromes, and in children with a lower degree developmental delay (Weiss et al., 1986).

2. Material and methods

2.1 Participants

The study included two groups of participants: children with DD (DD group) and children without any known DD (control group).
2.1.1 DD group.

We used the data of test administrations with the Dutch version of the Bayley-III (Bayley-III-NL) from the study into the Special Needs Addition (SNA; Visser, 2014) and the Dutch standardization study (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014). Children were included in these studies when they had diagnosed or suspected DD and an estimated developmental age between 0 and 3;6 years, as judged by the child psychologist or special needs specialist who referred the child. This means that children with a calendar age above 3;6 years were also included, which is in line with the use of the Bayley-III in daily practice as well as instructions in the manual (Van Baar, Steenis, & Verhoeven, 2014).

From the SNA-study, we included test data of children who were tested with the standard \( (n = 136) \), Low Verbal (LVe; in cases of a speech-/language impairment; \( n = 66 \)), Low Motor/Vision (LM/LVi; in cases of motor and / or visual impairment; \( n = 31 \)) or dynamic \( (n = 58) \) version of the Bayley-III-NL. Data from tests with the LVe and LM/LVi versions could be included because research results have supported that they are parallel versions to which the standard norms apply (Visser et al., 2013; Visser, Ruiter, Van der Meulen, Ruijssenaars, & Timmerman, 2015). Data from tests with the dynamic version could be included, because it includes a standard Bayley-III assessment. The children in the LM/LVi-study were all tested with both the standard and LM/LVi-version. We only included the results on the more valid (Visser et al., 2013) LM/LVi-version, and only if this was administered as first, to prevent an influence of a learning effect.

From the standardization study, we included the test data of 46 children from the clinical groups, who had Down syndrome or extreme premature birth (< 32 weeks gestational age). In line with the instructions in the manual (Van Baar, Steenis, & Verhoeven, 2014), the age correction for prematurity was applied until the calendar age of 24 months. We did not assess moderate premature birth (32-36 weeks gestational age) as a reason to include a child
in the DD group, because only extreme prematurity is related to DD (Johnson, Marlow 2011). We excluded children of whom no information was available on diagnosis or disability.

In total, the DD group included 337 children (194 boys; 143 girls) from all over the Netherlands. The average age was 4;1 years ($SD = 2;1$, range = $0;3 – 11;2$). The ethnic background was: 295 Dutch, 11 non-western, 8 western foreign, 4 from the Netherlands Antilles or Suriname, and 19 unknown. The educational level of the mother was low ($n = 83$), medium ($n = 113$), high ($n = 89$), or unknown ($n = 52$). Table 1 gives information about the diagnoses and disabilities of the children, as far as these were known at this young age.

Test data of 19 children who were tested a second time, were also included. To rate out learning effects on test results, the time period between these two test administrations was at least 6 months (Van Baar, Steenis, & Verhoeven, 2014). The total number of test administrations thereby adds up to 356.

--- insert Table 1 here ---

2.1.2 Control group.

The control group was formed on the basis of test administrations with the Bayley-III-NL from the Dutch standardization study (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014), excluding the clinical group. It consists of 1633 children (827 boys; 806 girls) between 16 days and 3;6 years of age ($M = 1;5$, $SD = 1;0$) and without any known DD. The children in the control group could be compared to those in the DD group because they both had a cognitive developmental level in the mentioned age range.

The control group is representative for the Dutch population (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2011; Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014). Their ethnic background was: 1305 Dutch, 206 non-western, 74 western foreign, and 48 from the Netherlands Antilles or
Suriname. The educational level of the mother was low \((n = 208)\), medium \((n = 600)\), or high \((n = 825)\).

### 2.2 Instrument

The Bayley-III-NL is a developmental assessment instrument with norms for children with a calendar age or expected developmental age up to 3;6 years. It contains five individually administered scales: Cognition, Receptive Communication, Expressive Communication, Fine Motor, and Gross Motor skills. The Communication and Motor scales were only administered when there was sufficient time. We only considered the Cognition scores.

The Cognition scale consists of 91 items scored dichotomously (positive \(= 1\) / negative \(= 0\)) and ordered on the basis of difficulty. Basal and ceiling rules determine which items are administered. Items before the first administered item are automatically scored 1; items after the last administered item are automatically scored 0. The raw score is determined by counting the number of items with a 1-score.

The Bayley-III-NL is identical to the original version from the United States (Bayley, 2006), except for the language used. It has been standardised on the basis of a sample of 1953 children. The correlations of test scores with these of comparable instruments (BSID-II; Van der Meulen, Ruiter, Lutje Spelberg, & Smrkovsky, 2002, and WPPSI-III-NL; Wechsler, 2009) appear moderate \((.30-.50)\). The inter-item relations range from .53 to .98, with an average between .81 and .90 for the scales. Test-retest reliability coefficients range from .38 to .86 and increase with age (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014).

### 2.3 Procedure

In the original SNA-study, psychologists or special needs specialist of organisations supporting young children with DD referred children on the basis of the earlier mentioned
inclusion criteria. The researchers chose the most suitable version of the Bayley-III-NL per child on the basis of the referral information. The tests were administered by the referrer, a test assistant from the organisation, or an advanced university student who had received a training by the researchers. The tests took place at the organisation \((n = 281)\), the university \((n = 19)\), or the child’s home \((n = 52)\). In four cases, the location was different or unknown.

For details about recruitment of participants and procedures of testing in the standardization study, we refer to the technical manual of the Bayley-III-NL (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014).

To develop the data files that form the basis for the current study, we removed the data from unreliable test administrations \((n = 6\) for the DD group; \(n = 29\) for the control group), defined as having more than 3 non-scored items, in which the tester forgot items or the child did not cooperate. In the numbers of participants mentioned previously, these unreliable test administrations were already excluded.

To characterise the children in the DD group, we looked up the index scores using QGlobal (the online scoring platform of the Bayley-III-NL with day norms). We did not include information about the index scores of children in the control group. These would most likely be a bit higher than 100 because the children with special needs were excluded.

Due to missing information about pregnancy length, we were not able to correct the index score for prematurity, as is usually advised for children up to 24 months of age (Van Baar, Steenis, & Verhoeven, 2014).

2.4 Analyses

Given the difference in sample size between the two groups, we have chosen analyses that are not vulnerable to such differences in sample size.
First, we calculated descriptive statistics of the calendar ages and raw scores of the children in both groups. We calculated the developmental quotient by dividing the age equivalent related to the raw Cognition score by the child’s actual age and multiplying with 100. The developmental quotient is used in daily practice as well as research and has supported predictive validity (Milne, McDonald, & Comino, 2014). It gives an indication of the rate of development and forms the single available standardized test score if a child is older than 3;6 years.

The subsequent analyses are based on both the scores on items that were actually administrated and those that were imputed using the basal and ceiling rules, thereby adhering to the standard scoring rules of the Bayley-III. The proportion of items that were administered versus imputed needs to be taken into account while interpreting the results. Therefore, we mapped the number of times each of the 91 items in the Cognition scale had been administered.

To study differences between the two groups in the extent to which the test scores reflect a fixed order of skill development, we looked into Differential Item Functioning (DIF) and the number of Guttman errors.

DIF analysis is a statistical approach for evaluating the suitability of items of a scale for a specific group. DIF is said to occur when individuals from two subgroups, but with the same level on the latent trait (i.e., the trait being measured), have different probabilities of correctly responding to an item (Bechger, Maris, & Verstralen, 2010; Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Finch, Barton, & Meyer, 2009). Commonly, a distinction is made between uniform and nonuniform DIF, meaning that the degree of DIF is or is not, respectively, the same across different levels of the latent trait (Finch et al., 2009).

Studies into DIF have been used for evaluating the suitability of assessment instruments for specific groups. Examples are a study into a language test for infants with
autism (Bruckner, Yoder, Stone, & Saylor, 2007), an accommodated test for students with special needs (Finch et al., 2009; Randall, Cheong, & Engelhard,George, Jr., 2011), a large print or braille version of a test for students with visual impairment (Stone, Cook, Cahalan-Laitusis, & Cline, 2010), and a play assessment for children with specific language impairment (Lautamo, Laakso, Aro, Ahonen, & Törmäkangas, 2011). Regarding the Bayley-III, a study was done in which DIF-analysis was used to compare an accommodated version for children with speech/language problems with the standard version (Low Verbal version; Visser et al., 2015).

Techniques for studying DIF are built upon the assumption that all items in a test measure one characteristic of the target population of the test, which is called the latent trait. In case of the Bayley-III, this assumption is questionable: do all test items measure one and the same characteristic? This is not self-evident, as they are meant to measure cognitive development, which is a construct that changes by definition. Given this uncertainty, a discovery of DIF in the Bayley-III could not only hint at unsuitability of the item for the target group. It could also hint at qualitative differences in development of the target group, compared to children with a typical development. Although DIF-analysis is typically used to study item characteristics, our idea is therefore that DIF-analysis of Bayley-III scores can also be used to study qualitative differences in developmental course: if a child develops in a way that is different from what is regarded normal, the response to a test item might be different as well.

We started the analyses by checking the assumption of unidimensionality of the Cognition scale among the control group using Automated Item Selection Procedure (AISP) for Mokken Scale Analysis in R (Van der Ark, 2012). For studying DIF, we used a combination of the Combined Decision Rule (CDR) and logistic regression. We used R (R Core Team, 2016) with the difR package (Magis, Beland, & Raiche, 2015). The CDR is based
on a combination of the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) and Breslow-Day (BD) procedures, as MH is powerful for detecting uniform DIF and BD for detecting nonuniform DIF (Güler & Penfield, 2009). We used item purification of at least 100 iterations. In the Mantel-Haenszel test, we used the Yates correction. For calculating effect sizes, we used the ETS Delta scale (ETS Δ; Holland & Thayer, 1985), which is commonly used in this context (Holland & Thayer, 1988). For the exact formulas, we refer to Magis, Béland, Tuerlinckx, and De Boeck (2010).

Logistic regression is an alternative, also recommended method for detecting DIF in dichotomous items (Freeman & Miller, 2001). We applied logistic regression to investigate which items show DIF and thereby used those items not identified as containing DIF by the CDR as anchors. Subsequently, we studied the content of the items that were identified as containing DIF by the CDR and/or logistic regression to search for an explanation for the DIF.

The number of Guttman errors is “the number of item pairs with a 0 on the easier item and a 1 on the more difficult item” (Meijer, 1994, p. 311). It is a useful statistic for determining the suitability of items. Weisz and Zigler (1979) already proposed applying Guttman analysis to test the “similar sequence hypothesis”. We have calculated the number of Guttman errors per child using the R package MSA (Van der Ark, 2012). To correct for differences in the number of administered items, we calculated the ratio of Guttman errors relative to the number of items administered.

To investigate which variables predict this Guttman error ratio, we performed a multiple regression analysis (using the function LM in R), with as main effect predictor the centred developmental quotient, and the dummy variables group (including the possible interaction with centred developmental quotient), prematurity, motor impairment, visual impairment, auditory or speech/language impairment, pervasive developmental disorder, Down’s syndrome, Phelan McDermid syndrome, and other genetic syndrome.
developmental quotient was centred around the average in the population, which is 100. By including the developmental quotient, we were able to account for the difference between the two groups in terms of calendar age. We did not include the other diagnoses that are mentioned in Table 1 as predictors, because the number of observations was lower than the recommended 15-20 (Hair Jr., Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006). We also performed a multiple regression with only group and the centred developmental quotient as the predictors, and their interaction.

3. Results

3.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 2 shows the means, standard deviations, and ranges of the number of administered items, calendar ages, developmental age equivalents, raw scores, and developmental quotients, per group. The calendar ages and developmental quotients clearly differ between the groups, which is a logical consequence of the sample characteristics. The number of administered items does not differ between the groups ($t = -0.368; p = .713$). The developmental age equivalent is higher in the DD group than in the control group ($t = -6.658; p < .001$), which is also reflected in the different mean raw score.

In Figure 1, the (estimated) distributions of the developmental quotients in the two groups are shown graphically. It shows that the children in the DD group are behind in their development, while the developmental quotients of the control group have an about normal distribution around the average of 100.
The number of times an item was actually administered or imputed according to the basal and ceiling rules differed per item. Items 31 to 82 (age range approximately 1;0 to 3;6 year) were administered in 20% of the cases or more, which means more than 70 actual observations in the DD group. Items 1 to 18 and 90 and 91 had a very small number of observations in the DD group (< 20), which means that results for these items are for a large part based on automatically imputed scores and should therefore be interpreted with caution.

3.2 DIF

The results of the Automated Item Selection Procedure in R showed that 88 out of the 91 items formed a single scale, supporting a sufficient degree of unidimensionality for these items. Exceptions were items 1 and 2, which could not be included in the analysis because they did not contain any variance, and item 90, which appeared unscalable.

The results of the CDR-analyses and logistic regression are shown in Table 3. We identified an item as containing DIF when either of the methods yielded a significant result (using an overall alpha of 0.05, with Bonferroni correction within the CDR) with a high effect size (ETS Δ > 1.5; Zwick, 2012). Items 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10 and 90 did not show any variance between participants within one of the groups and were therefore dropped from the analyses. A total number of 15 items were identified as expressing DIF, see Table 3.

The items identified as containing DIF deal with looking at objects or at a mirror, playing with and picking up objects, making puzzle boards, matching / grouping /
discriminating, and play skills. Among both the identified and non-identified items, some do and some do not contain motor, visual, language, and social skills. Remarkably, for many of the series items, one item is identified and the others are not. Series items are items that have an identical administration procedure (which is only carried out once), but differ in their difficulty level.

### 3.3 Guttman errors

The average number of Guttman errors appeared 19.5 ($SD = 20.6$, range $0 – 135$) in the DD group and 14.6 ($SD = 13.9$, range $0 – 116$) in the control group. The difference between the groups is significant ($t = 4.27$, $p < 0.001$). The average ratio of number of Guttman errors to the total number of administered items is also significantly higher in the DD group (0.73) than in the control group (0.57) ($t = 4.93$, $p < 0.001$).

We performed multiple regression analyses to assess if the Guttman error ratio can be predicted by either of the variables group (DD or control), developmental quotient (centred), prematurity, motor, visual, auditory, or speech-language impairment, pervasive developmental disorder, Down syndrome, Phelan McDermid syndrome, and other genetic syndromes. As we suspected an interaction between group and developmental quotient after exploration of the data, we included this interaction in the analysis. The regression equation appeared significant ($F(12,1832) = 2.68$, $p < .01$, $R^2 = 0.011$), but none of the predictors appeared significant.

We performed a second multiple regression analysis with the predictors group and centred developmental quotient and their interaction. The regression equation appeared significant ($F(3,1985) = 12.91$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = 0.018$). The results are shown in Table 4. Only the interaction between developmental quotient and group appeared to predict the Guttman error ratio significantly.
Figure 2 was made on the basis of this second regression analysis. It shows the relationship between the Developmental quotient and the Guttman error ratio (Y) for the two groups. The DD group has a higher average Guttman error ratio. This is true for the whole range of Developmental quotient, given that the maximum of this range is 119 for the DD group. The lower the Developmental quotient, the higher the average Guttman error ratio in the DD group.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to examine whether qualitative differences exist in cognitive development of young children with and without DD, as measured by the Bayley-III Cognition items. We looked into DIF and the number of Guttman errors in children’s test scores, as both form an indication of qualitative differences in development.

Our first hypothesis was that the development of children with DD deviates more from the typical order of skill development than the development of children without DD. The results support this hypothesis: 15 of the 91 items of the Bayley-III Cognition scale show DIF between the groups. The number of Guttman errors as a ratio to the total number of administered items per child appeared higher in children with DD. Combined, these results show qualitative differences in development between the groups and are in agreement with those of earlier studies into the use of the Bayley scale with children with DD, showing that
results are not fully comparable to those with typically developing children (Milne, McDonald, & Comino, 2014; Moore et al., 2008; Wishart & Duffy, 1990). When taking into account the degree of developmental delay (operationalised as the developmental quotient), the presence of DD predicted the Guttman error ratio in an interaction with the developmental quotient, indicating that the differences in Guttman error between children with and without DD became larger with increasing degree of developmental delay. The results also show a number of Guttman errors ($M = 14.6$) within the control group that seems too high to be explained by measurement error and instability in performance alone. This means that a fixed order of skill development might not be an adequate assumption for children without DD either.

Our second hypothesis was that the groups would differ more with respect to scores on information processing tasks than on Piagetian tasks. This hypothesis is not supported: the items identified as having DIF did not measure a particular type of skill. Given that the presence of DIF did not even correspond within series items, it seems that variables other than the type of task are responsible for the DIF. These cannot be identified on the basis of the results of the current study.

Our third hypothesis was that children with DD due to organic causes and with a lower degree developmental delay would demonstrate most deviation from the typical order of skill development. The results do not support this hypothesis. The specific diagnosis or impairment of the child did not predict the Guttman error ratio. The Guttman error ratio did depend on the degree of developmental delay of the child. More specifically, contrary to our expectation, the lower the developmental quotient, the higher the average Guttman error ratio. It can be concluded that a deviation in the order of skill development is especially clear in children with DD with a low developmental quotient, which indicates that the likelihood of Guttman errors increases with the severity of DD.
A number of limitations need to be taken into account when interpreting the findings. First, development is a very complex process, based on a continuous interaction between the child and environment in interactive, transactional, and dynamic systems models of change (Sameroff, 2010). The test scores that form a basis for the current study depend on a large number of variables that influence the performance of a child in various ways. In the case of children younger than approximately two years, this complexity is increased due to the still undifferentiated character of development. The development in different domains is very strongly interrelated and therefore cognitive development can possibly not yet be regarded as an independent construct. In cases of DD, this complexity is increased further by the fact that this group is heterogeneous.

Second, due to following the prescribed procedure of the Bayley-III, we have administered only a subset of items per child and have imputed the other test scores. As items very low and high in the Cognition scale are administered relatively infrequently, the number of actually observed scores was low for these items. This means that our conclusions only count for the other items (19 – 89), and are more reliable for the items with a very high number of observations (ca. 30 – 80).

Third, the study into the Guttman error ratio is dependent on the order of the items in the Cognition scale. In the Dutch Bayley-III, and therefore the test administrations and analyses for the current study, the item order is the same as in the original American Bayley-III. The results of the Dutch standardisation study, however, show a deviating order, as is reflected in the indication of age levels per item in the Dutch scoring form. This means that we had possibly found different results if the item order had been changed accordingly in the Dutch version, which could partly explain why we found a relatively high Guttman error ratio for the control group as well. On the other hand, the different item order in the Dutch sample
could also be caused by sampling fluctuations. The order might not be as fixed as the test suggests.

Coming back to the difference or delay paradigm, the results of the current study add to the research showing qualitative differences in cognitive development between children with and without DD. The results also show that not only children with DD, but also children without DD, show deviations from what is generally seen as a typical development. The question should therefore not only be if there is a difference between children with and without DD, but also if a typical order of skill development exists at all. Maybe this order is not universal, but just an average, with many deviations possible within the normal range.

More research is needed to identify how exactly the development of children with DD differs, for example in terms of specific skills and / or underlying processes. Preferably, future research into this topic should have a longitudinal design. Given the longitudinal character of development in itself, a longitudinal design is per definition better able to capture development (Weisz & Zigler, 1979) and differences between groups therein. Furthermore, more research is needed to estimate to what extend the assumption of the Bayley-III is problematic: the basal and ceiling rules allow for some deviation from the typical order of skill development. They are determined such that no more than 5% of the children in the standardisation sample does not, respectively does, possess a skill below the basal or above the ceiling (Van Baar, Steenis, Verhoeven et al., 2014). The results of the current study show that this percentage might be higher in cases of DD: the risk of overestimating the developmental level due to incorrectly counting skills below the basal, or underestimating due to missing skills above the ceiling, might be higher than 5%.

The results of the current study have consequences for the estimated validity of the Bayley-III. If we want to measure the skills of a child and compare these to the skills of children of the same age (e.g., standardised developmental assessment), and do this within a
limited amount of time (Finello, 2011), we have to make assumptions. One of these assumptions is that there is a fixed order of development of skills within subtests. The conclusions of the current study cast doubt on this assumption. This means that a rigid adherence to the cognition score appears inappropriate. Because alternatives are often not available for estimating the developmental level of a child, the Bayley-III will remain a valuable instrument despite these limitations. However, the risk of missing skills should be kept in mind and dealt with, for example by additionally administering items below the basal and above the ceiling. This could best be implemented by defining broader basal and ceiling rules for cases in which the instrument is used to assess children with a high likelihood of large deviations in development (e.g., above 3;6 years of age or with severe DD). The quantitative results should then be regarded as a rough estimation of developmental level. The qualitative information on item performance should form the main focus. This information does not depend on the assumption of a fixed order in skill development and is most useful in formulating advice for the support of a child, as it allows the identification of strengths and needs. When depending on qualitative information, series items can be useful, because these assess skills at different levels.

As an estimate of the degree of developmental delay is generally used as a basis for diagnoses and decisions about support and services the child will receive, the Bayley-III Cognition score can have large implications for a child. This means that the risk of underestimating the developmental level should be taken seriously. The possibly qualitatively different development also needs to be taken into account in the support of a child. Adequate support needs to be given at the right moment (when a child is ready to develop a skill) and this moment could be at a different stage in the development than is the case in children with a typical development.
To conclude, Bayley-III Cognition items do show DIF when comparing children with and without DD, but the results of the current study do not explain this DIF. The order of skill development deviates from the typical order both for children with and without DD. This deviation is especially apparent for children with DD with a high degree of developmental delay.
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Table 1

*Frequency of diagnoses and impairments of the children in the DD group*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnose</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pervasive developmental disorder</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other clinically diagnosed disorder</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocephalus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral palsy</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down syndrome</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelman syndrome</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phelan McDermid Syndrome</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other genetic syndrome</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (not in list above; known with author)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impairment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech-language or hearing</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premature birth</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate or late</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The numbers do not add up to 337, because diagnoses and impairment can overlap.

ADHD = Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
Table 2

*Descriptive statistics per group*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DD Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N = 356 )</td>
<td>( N = 1633 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administered items (( n ))</td>
<td>( M (SD) )</td>
<td>range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar age (y;m)</td>
<td>4;2 (2;2)</td>
<td>0;3 – 11;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental age (y;m)</td>
<td>1;10 (0;10)</td>
<td>0;1 – 3;7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw score Cognition</td>
<td>58 (16)</td>
<td>7 - 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental quotient</td>
<td>54 (28)</td>
<td>3 - 119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* DD = Developmental Disabilities, \( M \) = Mean, \( SD \) = standard deviation, y;m = years; months, Developmental age = developmental age equivalent based on the raw Cognition score.
### Table 3

**Results of the analyses for Differential Item Functioning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Prop. Correct</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>BD</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>ETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>$ETS_\Delta$</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>LRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-2.97</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>-3.55</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>-2.03</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>-1.48</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>13.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
<td>105.79</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>8.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>17.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>19.25</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>21.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>-2.14</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>14.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>42.65</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>-1.52</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The table shows all items with at least one significant test result. DD = Developmental Disabilities, CDR = Combined Decision Rule, MH = Mantel-Haenzsel, BD = Breslow-Day Trend, * = $p < .025$, ** = $p < .01$, LRT = Likelihood Ratio Test, Classification of effect sizes: A = $ETS_\Delta < 1.0$, B = $1.0 < ETS_\Delta < 1.5$, C = $ETS_\Delta > 1.5$. Bold item numbers mean that items were identified as containing DIF.
Table 4

*Results of regression analysis predicting Guttman error ratio*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.5741</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>49.875</td>
<td>&lt;0.000 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental quotient</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>1.322</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>0.0854</td>
<td>0.0488</td>
<td>1.749</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental quotient*Group</td>
<td>-0.0023</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>-2.224</td>
<td>0.026 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Developmental quotient was centred at the population mean (=100).

* = p < .05; ** = p < .01.
Figure 1. Density plot of the Developmental quotient, per group.
Figure 2. Predicted Guttman error ratio (Y), as a function of Developmental quotient, per group.